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Case Study - The Beatles Story
What is important to the visitor
on their booking journey?
The user experience of any website includes the
visitor’s perception of system aspects such as
utility, ease of use and efficiency. The words ‘user
experience’ are often now interchanged with the
phrase ‘bookability of the website’, i.e. how easy
is it to navigate and most importantly complete a
timely purchase on a website.

Making the booking or purchase journey easier from a visitor perspective
To help streamline the booking journey for your visitors and to ensure that they don’t click off your
website before they have made a purchase, it is important to consider the following elements when
designing and managing your website - especially across the booking journey.
 Consider having all elements of the purchase, date, price and
time available on the same page or at maximum across 2
pages, as the visitor’s priority will center on availability.
 Consider including a progress bar so the consumer
knows what steps they have yet to complete.
 Allow the consumer to be able to review their
purchase or basket on each page.
 Label all buttons clearly with call to actions, such as
buy now, continue to payment, checkout etc. This
makes the call to action very clear from a consumer
perspective.
 Consider including a help button on each page of the
booking journey, so that they can easily call or email you.
 Consider using a chat bot to help with visitor queries.

Post purchase
Once they have completed their purchase what are the next steps that are required by the visitor?
Regardless of device the visitor will require the following:
 Ability to download the order.
 An option to save the confirmation to their Apple Wallet or Google Pay.
 An option to save the date to a Google or Outlook calendar is also helpful.
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The Beatles Story – Bookability
Online booking on https://www.beatlesstory.com/ is facilitated through their booking
engine which is powered by Ticket Quarter.
The following is the booking journey as undertaken on this website:
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Step 1: Buy Tickets - call to action on home page
There is clear labelling of the booking button, creating a call to action on the
home page, which makes navigation easy for the user.
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Step 2: Availability page
Clicking on the ‘Buy Ticket’ button brings the consumer to an availability
page which details essential information:
1. Mandatory advance ticket policy
2. Promotional voucher redemption process
This is helpful detail giving clarity on their ticket policy and a current promotion.
Availability is displayed here in the current year, to the end of 2021.

Step 3 – Confirmation of date page
Once a date is chosen the visitor is taken to a confirmation page, where the
chosen date is reconfirmed.
The navigation allows visitors to go back and change the date if required. The
navigation also allows users to continue to the Ticket Page, where the purchase will be
made. The page navigation is straightforward and user friendly.
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Step 4: Select ticket

The order of this page is a calendar of available times followed by the ticket types.

Overall, it is useful for the visitor to see as a minimum, the time and ticket price on the
same page.
Visitors can purchase up to 8 of any one ticket type, which suggests that group bookings
are handled separately to this website
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Once the booking is complete, visitors are then given an opportunity to review their order
before completing their purchase.

Step 5 - Review your order
This page offers the visitor a comprehensive overview of what they have chosen,
by date, time and ticket type. This is a valuable feature for your visitor.
There are 3 options on this page:
1. Cancel order
2. Continue shopping (add or amend dates / tickets and time)
3. Continue to check out (labelling here is limited)
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In summary – good practice
This visitor attraction provides a clearly navigable and efficient booking journey.
Call to action buttons are clearly labelled and visible on the site. The shopping basket icon
is displayed at all stages of the booking process, meaning that the visitor can review their
order at any stage.

Other suggestions
This attraction may consider making the following amendments to their visitor booking
journey:
1. Display the price earlier in the booking journey.
2. The purchase order on Step 4 could be reversed to allow the visitor to purchase the
time slot first and then ticket type.
3. Consider including a progress bar as the visitor works through the 6-step process.
4. Consider using a chat function on the site or “help” icons throughout the booking
process.
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OTA Distribution of The Beatles Story
Get Your Guide

Viator

Klook

Expedia

Available to book

Available to book

Available to book

Available to book

Straightforward and
user friendly booking
journey. Price is
displayed at step one.
Clear booking process
with drop-down menu
for ticket choices. The
check availability ‘call
to action’ follows this
and information giving
the highlights of the
tour. Final stages are
“Add to Cart” and
purchase.

This is a user friendly
booking process.
Step one provides
tour pricing and a
check availability
‘call to action’, asking
for the preferred
date and number of
people. The process
gives attractive
messaging of ‘book
now, pay later’ and
free cancellation.
Following check
availability, time
options are given with
the final book now
button.

Once again, a user
friendly booking
journey. Pricing is
displayed on the initial
booking page with
a “Select Options”
button which asks
the visitor to check
availability and the list
of ticket types. Once
availability is selected
there is an option to
add to the cart and
continue shopping,
or to book now
and complete the
purchase.

This booking journey
starts with a rating
for the experience
followed by pricing
and an option to
view tickets. There
is an availability bar
at the bottom on the
screen which allows
the user to view
alternative dates. The
“See Tickets” button
brings users to a
booking page where
they can select their
chosen language
and time for the tour
before completing the
payment.

Get Your Guide
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Viator

Klook
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Expedia.com
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